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Abstract 
This project is a subject about geothermal energy. Geothermal energy works as a new 
type of non-polluting and renewable energy, was also widely utilized in the world. In 
China, the air pollution is getting worse day after day, especially in the capital Beijing. 
The most reason of causing this in China is because people has been burning quite a lot 
fossil fuels like burning coals and petrol. These kinds of polluting energy now are 
facing to be used up very soon. So, geothermal energy is the most suitable resource 
compare to other types of old energy. In this report, there are some comparisons of 
geothermal energy with some other kinds of fossil fuel energy. There are a lot of texts 
talking about the definition of geothermal energy, the source of geothermal energy, 
geological background. The history of geothermal energy development is also in this 
report. Explanation of geothermal heat is included in the report. There is an experiment 
regarding the sediments, permeability testing of four different size of sand. 
Distributions of geothermal fields in Beijing area are included in this project. 
Lishuiqiao geothermal field is referred as an example to be sure that there are also 
enough reservations of geothermal resources in Beijing area. The formation of 
geothermal energy in China is mentioned in this report. 
Geothermal energy can also bring people a huge benefit. Direct use of it includes heat, 
bath, farm and so on. Geothermal energy can be utilized for electricity generation as 
well. Not only this can save much money for people, but also can make non-polluting 
energy for the natural environment. 
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Introduction: 
This is a project regarding geothermal energy. Geothermal energy is a kind of heat 
energy comes from the deep earth. As people know, that there are many types of usable, 
renewable energy can be used in the world, but many of them don’t fit quite good for 
people and even for the global environment. Some kinds of energy always take too 
much pollution to the atmosphere. Most of the polluted air includes a kind of 
extremely hazardous toxicity-nitrogen dioxide. It’s like we’ll have it full of air when 
fossil fuel is burned. It’s very terrible neither for people’s body nor for the atmosphere. 
This is a kind of latent menace for human-beings in the future. So, we try to figure this 
out as well as we could. Then geothermal energy is considered to be our focus. That’s 
because geothermal energy itself has too many advantages to be able to play an 
important role in the future. It can freely produce not only much more heat energy to 
denizen without polluting the atmosphere, but also can make a lot of benefits for us. So, 
we made our decisions to write something about geothermal energy. 
In our project, we mainly focus on geothermal resource conditions. There are many 
different kinds of soil in size, but some of those are not able to pass the water through 
itself. So in this project, we did an experiment as a model similar with the soil in 
geothermal fields trying to find out what size of soil can make a good permeability for 
transferring the water in underground. We setup a model with sand, pipes, sediments, 
water and so on. It is quite a simple experiment, and very easy to be managed. 
Also many other things are mentioned in this project like the definition of geothermal 
energy and so on, because we have to understand what geothermal energy is before we 
get down to the working on it. Many factors that may take effect on geothermal 
resources are referred in the report. There are several plates on our earth, geothermal 
energy also exist between each two plates of them, but each place on the earth has 
totally different level of geothermal heat. Geothermal energy is actually from the 
sunlight, then the heat in the earth’s core diffuse to everywhere inside the earth.  
Geothermal resources can obviously be found in many countries on the earth including 
Japan, Iceland, the US, China etc. We try to find as many geothermal resources as 
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required in China because China now needs quite a lot energy that is non-polluting 
resources for the developments in many of the domains. People know that fossil fuel 
burn make too much air pollution, so that people can not use those kinds of polluting 
energy for a long time. That‘s good for nothing. Another reason is because of the large 
amount of benefits that geothermal resources can make for us. We don’t have to pay 
anything for using geothermal energy. It’s free of charge. In this project, we also take 
Lishuiqiao geothermal field in Beijing area as an example to tell people that Beijing 
has to make advance use of geothermal resource. One reason is for its worst polluted 
air condition, another reason is for its requirement for being the host of Olympic game 
which is going to happen in 2008. For such reasons, that geothermal energy now 
become the best choice for people and also become the renewable major energy in 21st 
century. 
Geothermal heat is a kind of useful and clean energy. For using it, there are two big 
different ways, one is direct use of geothermal energy, like geothermal water for 
denizen to take bath, farm irrigation, industrial refrigeration, producing heating for 
households, aquiculture, feeding, greenhouse and so on. The other way is to generate 
electricity by using the hot-water which can be heated up by geothermal energy. Both 
of these two ways of using geothermal resources are quite simple. Geothermal 
resource is widely used in the world at present. In this project, we pay more attention to 
geothermal resources in China, and also some geothermal fields in Beijing area, 
including distributions, information about geothermal wells, depth of those wells, The 
difficulty of exploiting geothermal well is also mentioned in this project. 
Geothermal energy works as a new non-polluting resource is more and more 
welcomed not only by people in the developed countries, but is also more and more 
welcomed by Chinese people. Because in China the qualities of air in cities are very 
terrible, especially in some big cities we see the sky is almost dark everyday. Beijing 
city became the most terrible polluting city in the world. That’s because people only 
pay attention to developing in this city, but never thought about the results that the high 
speed development might cause. We must work hard on environmental disposal. So, 
geothermal energy is taken more and more care of day after day. 
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How long will the world’s fossil fuel reserves last? 
Recent research shows the fossil fuel can’t be used for more than 300 years. For 
current, coal reserves should last for about 200 years, oil is about 40 years and natural 
gas is about 60 years and any other kinds of energies are also going to be limited. This 
might be an alarm for the human beings. So it is really urgent for people to find out 
some new energy to instead  
Actually in our living planet, we have a lot of different renewable energies to use for 
example wind energy, hydro energy, geothermal energy, solar energy, and so on. Those 
energies we issued people have already did some researches on them, especially solar 
energy and hydro energy these two kinds of energy have already been used a lot in 
people’s life 
But in this project what we focus on is geothermal energy which people do not pay so 
much attention before but pay a lot today. 
 
There are some kinds of fossil fuels which bring us too much air pollution, like 
petroleum, coal etc. They are facing to be used up very soon. These problems are 
getting worse especially in China. So, seriously we try using a new type of renewable 
and non-polluting energy – Geothermal Energy. 
Problem formulation: 
Can geothermal energy be utilized as a non-pollution resource instead of using 
fossil fuel in China? 
 
Compare geothermal energy and fossil-fuel: 
Geothermal is a combustion-free renewable electricity source. It is one of the least 
polluting forms of energy and produce near zero air emissions. Geothermal power have 
average only a few percent of sulfur-emissions from fossil-fuel alternatives. 
Consider the following example. In 2003, Denver’s Cherokee coal-fired power plant 
emitted thousands times more carbon dioxide, 10837 times more sulfur dioxide, and 
3,865 times more nitrous oxides per megawatt hour than the average of eleven 
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geothermal steam plants at the Geysers 
(Sources: Coal: excellent Energy, 2003 emissions for their coal-fired, steam-electric 
generating Cherokee power plant (Colorado); Geothermal: Average Emissions for 11 
Sonoma County Power Plants at The Gesers, Calpine Corp., submitted to the Northern 
Sonoma County Air Pollution Control District for 2003.)  
 Now we bring together the most current geothermal and fossil-fuel power in terms of 
nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, and carbon dioxide emissions date. 
We have some figures to show them. 
 
Nitrogen Oxide Comparison 
 
(Sources: Coal and natural gas: Platts Researching and Consulting, based on data from U.S 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Program, 2003. oil: 
U.S. EPA (2005).Clean Energy Impacts, http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/oil.htm; Geothermal 
information from U.S Department of Energy, 2000) 
Table 1 
The geothermal emit very low levels of NOx. Because the small amounts of NOx (NO, 
NO2, N2O…) are released from the combustion of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) geothermal 
can capture it, and burn the gas or convert it to elemental sulfur. but these are average 
NOx emissions are zero. 
Nitrogen Oxide makes a great effect on the air pollution. If we choose the geothermal 
energy then it will make zero nitrogen pollution. 
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Sulfur Dioxide Comparison 
 
Table 2 
(The binary geothermal and flash geothermal will be referred in the chapter of ‘main types of 
geothermal power plants’) 
Geothermal power plants do not directly emit SO2. Once H2S is released, it spreads 
into the air and changes into SO2 and sulfuric acid. 
Sulfur dioxide is well known that it is so harmful to the human society. 
Particulate Matter Comparison 
 
(Antares Group Inc., 4351 Garden City Drive, Suite 301,Landover,MD 20785) 
Table 3 
While coal and oil-fired power plants produce hundreds of tons particulate matter 
annually, geothermal power plants emit almost none.  
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Carbon Dioxide Comparison 
 
Table 4 
It is the most important causes of greenhouse effect. Geothermal is also made less CO2 
than the other kinds of energies. 
The table 4 we can see the low air emission from geothermal power facilities is 
obvious when compared with fossil-fuel power source. So the geothermal‘s ongoing 
and potential contribution of clean, reliable, and plentiful renewable electricity in the 
world 
 
 
 
Summary of this chapter 
As the figure shows the emission of geothermal is so small compared to the fossil fuel. 
So if using geothermal in some suitable places there will be low even none air 
pollution in the region. It has a high potential in the world also include China. So next 
we will introduce the geology of the world and China. 
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What is geothermal energy? 
The geothermal energy, literally, is a kind of heat comes from underground for the 
geologic the heat which can warm person. Like the remote antiquity, people use the 
stones to make fire to warm for themselves, also the geothermal energy, has a brief 
history. The geothermal fluids had already been exploited in nineteenth century in Italy. 
Person used the drilled shallow boreholes to extract the boric acid from the boric hot 
water. Using the forest as the fuel, the boric acid was evaporating from the boric hot 
water.  
The figure 1 below means the person collecting the boric acid from the boric hot water. 
 
This figure was from: http://iga.igg.cnr.it/geo/geoenergy.php and without the reference  
Figure 1 
After some time, people use the primordial method to get the resources which can not 
be got easily. For the geothermal fluids, people more and more used the centrifugal 
pumps to get it. The principle is using the low-pressure to get the geothermal resources 
from deeper area to the surface. 
Then in the twentieth century, people continue to use the simple principle to get the 
geothermal resources. It also has a increasing tend to utilize the geothermal resources 
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in recent years. More and more countries exploited the geothermal energy and have 
transferred the heating from coal to geothermal resources. We can believe that the 
geothermal play a significant role in our daily life in the recent year. 
The structure of the earth 
 
Source: http://iga.igg.cnr.it/geo/geoenergy.php 
Figure 2 
From this figure 2 above we can easily find out what a geological system is. The most 
inside part of the earth which is indicated by red color is called inner core. This part has 
the highest temperature of all inside parts of the earth. The depth from it to the earth’s 
surface is about 6370 km. The deep brown part in this figure indicates the outer core. 
The reason why it is called outer core is because the depth of this part is much smaller 
than the depth the inner core has. The temperature of outer core is lower than the 
temperature in inner core, but the area of this part is much larger than inner core. The 
mantle part is out of the outer core part, it’s 2900 km deep. According to the regulation 
about the temperature of all parts in the sequence from inside part to the outside part, 
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the mantle part’s temperature should be the lowest of all. The most outside part of the 
earth is called crust. It’s just like a man’s jacket. This is the thinnest level of the entire 
earth. It can be recognized from the small green part in this figure. Earth crust is also 
included in the lithosphere area. The asthenosphere area is shown in the figure as well. 
 
Where does the heat come from? 
The formation of the geothermal heat is because of the massive temperature difference 
between the surface and the interior, the temperature at the center is around 70000C. 
There are two reasons for the heat of the earth, 4600 million years ago when the earth 
formed the interior was heated up rapidly during the big explosion but if this is all, then 
the earth will cooling down within 100 million years. So there is also a very important 
reason the earth has tiny long-lived radioactive isotopes which are thorium 232, 
uranium 238 and potassium 40, all of them emanate a lot of heat when they decay. And 
these radioactive elements are concentrated in the upper crustal rocks and they take off 
approximately 5x1020ja-1 per day, then this heat is transferred into the center of the 
earth. Through the exponential decay laws that heat production was around five times 
greater after the earth formed so the heat of the center get more and more as we called 
geothermal energy. 
Reference: Geoff Brown Garnish (2004), Geothermal Energy in: G. Bogle.M (ed): Renewable Energy. 
Oxford 2004 - The source of heat 
 
How does geothermal heat get up to the earth surface? 
The geothermal energy as you know is in a very deep underground so it is not always 
shown up in the earth surface but if there are some very special conditions like 
volcanoes, then it will easily be taken up. But normally how does geothermal water 
naturally taken up from the deep underground? 
The heat from the earth's core continuously flows out and then the heat is transferred to 
the surrounding rock layers. As the process going on, the temperature and pressure 
become higher and higher, and when they are high enough some mantle rock melts 
becoming magma. Then, because it is lighter than the surrounding rock, the magma 
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rises, moving slowly up toward the earth's crust, carrying the heat up  
Reference: http://geothermal.marin.org/pwrheat.html#Q1 
Sometimes the hot magma reaches all the way to the surface, where we know it as lava. 
But most of time the magma remains to be in the underground and it heating up water 
and rocks surrounding, the temperature even can reach to 7000F. Then some of the 
geothermal hot water goes up from the cracks and reaches to the ground as a hot 
springs but most of it stays deep underground, trapped in cracks and porous rock. This 
natural collection of hot water is called a geothermal reservoir. 
 
Where is geothermal energy? 
We all know that in volcanic areas, hot molten rocks are very close to the surface. That 
is geothermal energy which we can see. Actually, in the centre of the Earth, the 
temperature is around 6000 degrees Celsius –which is hot enough to melt rock. Even if 
you just go a few kilometers down from the surface, may be just from the house 14.2, 
the temperature can be over 250 degrees Celsius. In general, the temperature rises one 
degree Celsius for every 36 meters you go down. 
Geothermal energy has been used for thousands of years by people in some countries 
for cooking and heating. Nowadays, the geothermal energy can also be used to 
generate electricity and to heat houses. The first geothermal power station was built at 
Landrello, Italy. The principle of generating electricity is pump the cold water to the 
hot rocks underground, the rock heat water then produce steam, the stream comes up, 
purified and used to drive turbines, which drive electric generators. See the figure 3 , 
figure 4 below. 
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Figure 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 
Water is pumped down from an "injection well", filters through the cracks in the rocks 
in the hot region, and comes back up from the "recovery well" under pressure. It 
"flashes" into steam when it reaches the surface. The steam not only can be used to 
drive a turbo-generator, but also passed through a heat exchanger to heat water to 
warm houses. In Iceland, many houses are heated in this way. 
The big problem of geothermal energy is that there are not many places where you can 
build a geothermal power station. You need hot rocks of a suitable type, at a depth 
where we can drill down to them. The type of rock above is also important, it must be 
of a type that we can easily drill through. And in some area, some kinds of hazardous 
gases and minerals may come up from underground, and can be difficult to safely 
dispose of. 
But as a renewable energy, geothermal energy does not produce any pollution, and 
does not contribute to the greenhouse effect. And it is a “cheap” energy---No fuel is 
needed. Once you've built a geothermal power station, the energy is almost free. It may 
need a little energy to run a pump, but this can be taken from the energy being 
generated. And the power stations do not take up much place, so there is not much 
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impact on the environment. 
 
The benefits of using geothermal energy compared to the 
other energies: 
As we know there are several kinds of renewable energies in the world and each one 
has its own character and geothermal energy is not an exception. For geothermal 
energy there are many benefits: 
1. It is a really renewable energy  
2. It is a totally green energy and does not make any pollutions  
3. It is really a cheap one compared to the others 
4. It does not has so much area limit (if you go deep enough into the earth, you can 
always find it) 
5. It does not take too much place to build up a geothermal plant 
6. It also can be used in many different fields for example: house thermal, power 
plant, green house, thermal spring and so on. 
Geology background 
 
The figure was from: This figure was from: http://iga.igg.cnr.it/geo/geoenergy.php 
Figure 5 
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The figure 5 shows the world pattern of plates, oceanic subduction, oceanic continent 
collision, oceanic spreading continent and geothermal resources. The arrows show the 
plates towards the subduction zone. (1) Geothermal fields producing electricity. (2) 
Continent collision. (3) Subduction zone.  
 
In the world, we know the geothermal resources are distributing each area. Then we 
will introduce the distribution of the geothermal energy in the world. 
? Round the Pacific Ocean geothermal energy zone 
This zone is a boundary which the largest plate- pacific plate hit the America, Eurasia, 
India plate. Some of the famous fields are in it, including the Japanese geothermal 
resources. 
? Mediterranean-Himalayas geothermal energy zone 
It was formed by Eurasia and Africa plate hit the India plate. The first geothermal 
power was located in this zone. 
? The Atlantic geothermal energy zone 
The zone was formed by the Atlantic plate crazed-position. The most famous 
geothermal resource- Iceland is in it. 
? The Red Sea- Aden bay- East Africa rift valley geothermal energy zone 
Normally it’s formed high temperature flow in the boundary and the interior of the 
plate. 
 
Following the introduction of the geothermal resources distribution, we knew different 
area has different resource. For example, the geothermal resource in Africa’s 
temperature is normally higher than any other geothermal fields and the resource in 
Iceland is more abundant than other fields. 
 
Look at the figure 5, we knew some abundant resources fields like Japan, Iceland are 
located around the boundary of the plate margins. About this, we can sort of make a 
research about the plates which affect the geothermal resources. 
? Spreading  
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A continent rifts as it breaks up, in this illustration, figure 6, the vertical scale has been 
greatly exaggerated. The lithosphere in oceanic area is pushed upwards and crazed by 
the molten rock from the asthenosphere. This process can be created the spreading 
continent. 
 
This figure is from: 
http://atlas.geo.cornell.edu/education/instructor/tectonics/images/divergent_big.gif 
Figure 6 
? Subduction 
The subduction is that the lithosphere sinks downwards, tumbles in another closest 
lithosphere. The terrene accretion tumbles from the sedimentary accretion wedge or 
fragment carried by the volcanic and welds material to the continent, figure 7 
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This figure is from: 
http://www.geo.lsa.umich.edu/~crlb/COURSES/270/Lec13/contcont2.jpeg 
Figure 7 
 
 
? Collision continent 
There are 3 situations accretion by continental collision and rifting: 
1: Look at the figure 8, we can see a subduction continent carrying a plate beneath 
another plate. Because of the carrying lithosphere is so thinner and embedded the 
spreading continent. 
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2: After the figure 8, the spreading continent touches the continental plate and welds 
together. It’s the figure 9. 
3: The figure 10, the rifting seafloor spreading the continent plate apart and leaves the 
both side of the continent welds together with the other continent plate. 
 
Figure 8 
 
 
Figure 9 
 
 
Figure 10 
 
These figures were from: 
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Reference: Understanding earth fourth edition 
Composition: SHERIDAN SELLERS, W.H.FREEMAN AND COMPANY, ELECTRONIC 
PUBLISHING CENTER.Year: 2003 
 
Brief summary: 
The 3 plates which affect the geothermal resources are contained the mainly 
geothermal fields existed. The Iceland and the Red sea’s plate is spreading continent, 
the Japanese geothermal fields is about the subduction plate, such as extending along 
the western margin of the Pacific Ocean and the western coast of South America. So 
the geothermal system has a difference of the different plates. The geologic movement 
is carrying the time and the condition of the areas. 
 
Look at figure 5, we can see China is in a stable area, has not much plate changing. So 
many geologists think there is no geothermal resource. But China has been found so 
many geothermal resources and exploited geothermal fields in Tibet, Yunnan and some 
fragmentary areas. Then we will list these areas to explain the geothermal resource in 
China. 
Geothermal energy in China 
According the formation of geothermal energy, the Chinese geothermal resources can 
be divided into several types: 
? Geothermal resources generated from the volcano 
? Geothermal resources which generated from the volcano are mainly distributes in 
north Taiwan the Dadian volcano active area and Yunnan the Tengchung 
fire-mountainous area. The Tengchung fire-mountainous is a high temperature 
volcano region, it’s formed by the Indian tectonic plate and the Eurasia tectonic 
plate collision product. The Taiwan Dadian volcano high temperature thermal 
region belongs to the Pacific Ocean.The temperature reaches to 293, and it has 
installed 3 megawatts geothermal experiment power plants. 
? Rock magma 
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In the neighborhood of the modern mainland tectonic plate collision boundary, buries, 
the high temperature geothermal resources which is below the surface 6-10 kilometer. 
For example the high temperature geothermal field of southern Tibet in China was 
caused by the India plate hit the Eurasia plate.  
? Spreading  
Like the geothermal fileds located in Liaoning, Shandong, Shanxi, Shaanxi as well as 
Fujian, Guangdong and so on. The general area of these fileds are several square 
kilometers, But there are also some fileds which are even smaller than 1 square 
kilometer. The single geothermal field’s heat energy potential is not that much, but the 
summation of the spreading geothermal energy is a larger one. 
? Hollow basin 
Hollow basin geothermal resources are mainly distributes in the tectonic  plate 
interior giant breaks falls, inside hollow basin, like Huabei basin, Hanjiang basin and 
so on. This kind of heat resource is always changeful and the surface shape distributed 
characteristic , the single geothermal field area is bigger, amounts to several ten square 
kilometers, even several hundred square kilometers. The big resources potential, so it 
has the very high development value. 
http://www.bbbest.com/6knowledge/  
(This is translated from this Chinese website) 
 
Brief summary  
According to the formation of geothermal energy in China, we can sort of make a 
conclusion that chinese geothermal resources are mainly distributed the northern China. 
Many tectonic plates made the different types of geothermal energy and many fields 
have high, middle and low temperature. Several types of resources, and then we will 
describe the geothermal resources and future of geothermal energy in China. 
 
Geothermal resources in China 
Utilizing the Chinese geothermal energy’s development, along with the social 
economy and the ecological environment construction demand, for ten years, by 12% 
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speed growth per year. To the end of 1998, the geothermal fields nearly 8 million m2; 
the geothermal energy greenhouse area 700000 m2; the breed aquatics area is 3 million 
 m2; hot spring to convalesce more than 1600 sites; the scale of utilizing the geothermal 
energy directly has already exceed 5 million ton per year of standard coals equivalent; 
the geothermal energy generation electricity 29MW, including the Tibet geothermal 
power station capacity 25MW, generates electricity 100 million kWh per year.  
 
Then we will list a table 5 to describe the distribution of geothermal energy in Beijing, 
Yunnan province and Tibet. These 3 places are the mainly or famous in China. Yunnan 
and Tibet is the most richest geothermal resources in China, and Beijing is the capital 
of China. 
Place 
 
The quantity 
of exploiting 
geothermal 
energy 
(m3/d) 
 
Utilization 
of 
geothermal 
energy 
(MW) 
 
The quantity 
of utilizing 
geothermal 
energy per 
year 
(*1012J/a) 
 
Amount to 
standard 
coal(*104J/a) 
Amount to 
oil(*104J/a) 
Beijing 27226 71.30 2248.52 7.67 5.37 
Yunnan 207383 197.95 6242.55 21.30 14.91 
Tibet 147204 910.00 28697.76 97.92 68.54 
The table was from: http://www.chinamining.com.cn/report/databank/files/energy_sources/t2-5-10.jpg 
Table 5 
According to the table 5, we can get the most richest geothermal resource is in Yunnan, 
in Beijing is a little bit less. But in Tibet, the rest data is the best. Above the content we 
got, we knew the geothermal resource is distributed in southern Tibet and western parts 
of Yunnan.  
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According to the formation of geothermal resources, we knew the resources are 
distributed in rock magma, presently volcano, basin area and spreading area. Utilizeing 
the geothermal resources, China has been developed in the growth of geothermal 
energy directly. Nowdays there have been developed many marketing, such as the 
breed aquatics, irrigation, heating and so on. It’s a good expression to develop the 
geothermal in our daily life and for our generation to generation. 
 
But, as we know, there isn’t so rich geothermal resources in China. We also happen so 
many obstacles to develop the geothermal industry: 
First, It has not been established a perfect system for geothermal management, 
exploitation and utilization project and the mechanism of marketing circulate. Also it 
has not been completed the old circulate mechanism that has a effect to the geothermal 
development. 
Second, as we know, China is a developing country, it does not have much high-tech to 
exploit the geothermal fields, and the aging of the technique can be dallied over the 
time to develop the geothermal resources. 
 
Breif Summary 
China is a larger country than most other countries in the world and it is a developing 
country. It has diversiform geothermal resources which distributing in different areas. 
China has alreadly got different temperature--geothermal resources. But because of the 
technique, we can not exploit so much. We believe that the suitation will be changed in 
the future. With the rapid economy growth there will be more and more geothermal 
plants in China. 
 
Technical issues for geothermal resource 
In this chapter we will write something about the geothermal technical issues. Why we 
want to write this part is that the current geothermal energy most are trapped by 
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drilling wells into hydro-thermal reservoirs consists by the meteoric water which is 
hated by the magma. And in the magma there are lots of different elements, at the 
certain temperature these elements compounds are so active, even the pipes will be 
influenced by the compounds, and these compounds can also influence the brines 
physical properties. So it is really important for us to do this chapter. And in this 
chapter  
 
Chemical properties 
The table 6 below shows at the high water temperature the main high concentration 
compounds in the geothermal brine. 
Calcium Iron Carbon dioxide 
Ammonia Arsenic Bromine 
Sodium Mercury Iodine 
Postassium Hydrogen sulfide Strontium 
Boron Silicon Lithium 
Magnesium Nitrogen Naphtenic acids 
 Other trace elements  
Source: geothermal energy technology assessment 
Paul N. Cheremisinoff Angelo C. MorresiChemical composition of brines  
Table 6 
The insoluble gases are released with the first part of the flash steam and then because 
in the chemical composition is very active so they were easily combined with the other 
compounds in the magma. Then in the geothermal brines has more and more different 
chemical compounds. 
Here I listed some important compounds in the geothermal brines. 
Chloride which is one of mostly seen element in the world, it also exist in the brines it 
mainly exist as a from of chloride ion and at the high temperature it can be easily 
combined with the other compounds  
pH of the brines is most depend on the acid-base equilibria such as carbonic 
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acid--bicarbonate, hydrogen floride—floride , ammonia—ammonium and so on. In 
general, the pH of geothermal water is between 6.0—6.5. 
Sulfate and sulfide the water passing through the rock and sediments at the high 
temperature will combined with the sulfate and sulfide as a following reaction 
4S+4H2O→H2SO4+3H2S,    4SO2+4H2O→3H2SO3+H2S,  
Ca2++SO42-=CaSO4
Ca++SO42-=CaSO4.2H2O 
So the sulfate and sulfide is depending on the deposits in the rock also the brines. 
 
Besides these three kinds of chemical compounds the geothermal brines also contains 
the other compounds like Flouride, Sodium, Potassium, Calcium and so on. If you are 
interest in it you can see in the book: (source) 
Geothermal Energy Utilization Edward F. Wahl. 
 
Physical properties 
Physical property of geothermal brines is related to thermodynamics hydrodynamics, 
and contains transport properties. 
One of the most important properties is density  
Since nearly 70% or more geothermal brines has lots of sodium chloride and the next 
major is potassium chloride, these two kinds of compounds has very close to the same 
effect on the density of geothermal brines and scientist estimate the date by the 
following equation 
ρ=ρw + 0.0073ω[1+1.6X10-6(T-273)2](0.0073 is the weighted average slope) 
Another very important property is Heat capacity  
The heat capacity is constant property for different kinds of things. For example the 
sodium chloride is 0.2 while the water is1.’’ Because of the larger polar force between 
water molecules, the energy required to increase the velocity of the water molecules 
and therefore its heat capacity is larger compared to that necessary to increase the 
velocity of individual ionized salt atoms ’’ (Source: Geothermal energy Utilization 
1977 Edward F. Wahl) so we usually measure the heat capacity by measuring the salt 
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containing in the liquid so if the water has the salt 10wt% it would have a heat capacity 
of 0.9. 
Of course there are many other physical properties in the geothermal brines but we 
only listed some of them some other like Vapor pressure, Surface tension, Viscosity, 
Enthalpy. 
(Source: Geothermal energy Utilization 1977 Edward F. Wahl) 
 
Heat conduction 
There is another very important key to understand many geothermal recourse is the 
heat conduction equation. 
Q=KtT/z 
In this equation q is one-dimensional vertical heat flow the unit is Wm-2, and the T 
stand for the change of temperature and T/z is called thermal gradient. And z is 
vertical height. Kt is actually a very important constant in the equation, it is called heat 
conductivity it is a constant for every different kinds of things in geothermal recourse it 
is more related to the rock and sediments. 
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Source: (12. Bullard, E. C., and E. R. Niblett, Terrestrial heat flow in England, Monthly Notices Roy. 
Astr. Sot. London, Geophys. Suppl., 6, 222-238, 1981). 
Figure 11 
The figure 11 shows the Thermal conductivity () of basic rock forming minerals and 
compositional relationship with rocks. First picture is showed with the motic minerals 
metamorphic rocks and foldspors. The second figure shows the volcanic rocks with 
sedimentary rocks as well as water. 
So as you can see most sediments and rocks conductivity () is similar and it is 
between 2.5—3.5 W m-1 oC-1 
And the other important property is the permeability of the rock and sediments which 
has the equation Q=AKwH/L (see the experiment part) we will introduce it in our 
experiment about sediments permeability. 
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Main types of geothermal power plants 
As we referred in the introduction, with the rapid economy growth China now is facing 
a quite serious problem: the air quality is gong down every minute. And one of the very 
important factor is the coal-fired power plant is making a very great air emission which 
polluted the air a lot. In this chapter we will introduce you a solution about using the 
geothermal source to instead of using fossil—fuel. 
There are four main types of geothermal power plants are commonly used in the world 
today. They are dry steam power plant, single flash steam power plant, binary 
cycle power plant, double flash power plant.  
? Dry steam power plant: 
As the name called, this type of geothermal plant is none liquid production well, which 
means it do not need any kinds of water pumping down. Any of this kind of geothermal 
plant the request is typically at 1800C—2250C and 4—8 MPa this kind of geothermal 
plant is the simplest one among these 4. And the low pressure exhaust steam is vented 
directly to the atmosphere and it is not so efficient and their main use is for temporary 
test for some new geothermal plant. 
? Single flash steam power plant: 
This is the most used kind of geothermal plant in the world  
 
Flash Steam Power Plant  
(Source: Geothermal Energy, 1998, University of Utah) 
Figure 12 
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The figure 12 shows the working process of the single flash steam power plant, in this 
kind of power plant is use only one well to heat up the water, and the water needs to be 
liquid even the temperature is over 1000C therefore this suit needs a container to keep 
the water under pressure and the pressure is often between 0.5—0.6MPa. 
 
? Binary cycle power plant: 
This kind of plant using a second working fluid, which means it is suitable for the 
low—temperature geothermal resource and it often works for the temperature which is 
under 1700C. 
 
Binary Cycle Power Plant  
(Source: Geothermal Energy, 1998, University of Utah) 
Figure 13 
 
? The last one we want to introduce is double flash power plant. 
In these years, several attempts have been taken to develop the technique on how to 
avoid the high capital cost and parasitic power losses. And the double flash power 
plant is one of these ideas.  
 
Brief Summary 
Form the names we can know the working theory is almost the same with the single 
flash power plant but there are some improvements on it. 
In a simple way the unflashed water in the first container will be collected and then put 
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into the second one to reuse, and the process of reusing is almost the same with the first 
step. 
 
The classification of geothermal energy 
Until now there is no standard issue which can classify the geothermal energy, but the 
academe has made a mutual comprehension between each other. And the following are 
some different classifications and definitions in this discipline. Maybe these are not all 
right, but they still useful in the development of geothermal resources. 
For all of the classifications, we prefer the guide of the temperature; and economy 
potential. 
 
Table: Classification of geothermal resources (C) 
 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Low enthalpy 
resources 
< 90 < 125 <100 <= 150 <= 190 
Intermediate 
enthalpy 
resources 
90-150 125-225 100-200 / / 
High 
enthalpy 
resources 
>150 >225 >200 >150 >190 
Source: (a) Muffler and Cataldi (1978) 
(b) Hochstein (1990) 
 (c) Benderitter and Cormy (1990) 
 (d) Nicholson (1993) 
 (e) Axelsson and Gunnlaugsson (2000) 
The figure was from: This figure was from: http://iga.igg.cnr.it/geo/geoenergy.php 
Table 7 
The table 7 was about the classification of geothermal resources. All of the figures are 
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means the temperature, and divided into low and intermediate and high three types. 
The (a) to (e) means the source of the classification proposed by a number of authors. 
The enthalpy means the proportional of the temperature which has a range from low to 
high and is used to express the fluids heat or the utilization. 
 
Then we will make an explanation to one of the form, which the name called Muffler 
and Cataldi (1978), see the figure 14. 
As we know, all of the geothermal energy is got in a crust which is a deep place and 
earth’s surface. The figure 14 about the resource base means the quantity which we can 
get. Like the most energy, such as oil, coal. We must make storage for the future as the 
economic development, it is not we need to use but we can get. The identified 
sub-economic is the source that could be extracted economically and legally in the near 
future. 
In the economy field we could see people divided the geothermal into different parts 
with the different economy feasibility. Some like useful accessible and inaccessible. 
Also with identified and undiscovered. 
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Source : http://iga.igg.cnr.it/geo/geoenergy.php( but without refernce) 
Figure 14 
 
Brief summary: 
These two main classifications which we made are the popular ones in recent years 
maybe there existing some other classification, like the earth’s rock and the 
temperature of crust. But the two factors which we meet in our daily life and country 
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development at present. 
Geothermal resources in Beijing area: 
Introduction: 
There are many sorts of energy which are able to heat up water or do something 
else are being used at present. But some of those could make a lot of trouble to 
human-beings, like pollutions, and of course they did. 
Beijing is globally known not only being as the capital of China, but also working as a 
high speed developing modern city in nowadays. Beijing also has plenty of energies 
that can be widely used in the future. 
Olympic game will be taken performance in Beijing during summer 2008. This 
is an excellent new for all Chinese people. But recently there was a bad new 
about the terrible air pollution for Beijing. Beijing just became the most terribly 
polluted city in the world. The terrible air pollution causes premature death of 
411000 people each year. This is the biggest reason for the Beijing city being polluted 
recently. According to the satellite data (figure 15) which has been reported by the ESA 
(European Space Administration), Beijing already became not only the biggest motor 
exhaust gas polluted city, but also the focus of aggradations of motor exhaust gas 
polluted city in the world. In the air above China area, the amount of contaminations 
caused by work shop, power plant and motorcar has raised 50% comparing to the past 
10 years and the condition is getting worse and worse. 
From the mapping shown below we can see that Beijing has already become the largest 
amount of NO2 in China. Also in the northeast part of China there still has quite a lot. 
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The figure was from: http://www.terradaily.com/news/pollution-05t.html 
Figure 15 
 
This figure was from: http://www.usembassy-china.org.cn/sandt 
Figure 16 
The figure 16 was taken in Beijing area, it looks like that the sun just rose. But it’s not, 
in reality it is because of the NO2 hanging above Beijing city. 
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The figure was from: www.chitambo.com/clouds/cloudshtml/smog.html 
Figure 17 
Also Beijing is the most terribly NO2 polluting city in the world, this can easily cause 
lungs disease. Somebody even said exaggerated that the color of the snow in the 
second day becomes black comparing with the fresh snow in the first day. The growth 
of motorcars is actually the most reason that the air condition is getting worse and 
worse. The amount of motorcars becomes 2.5 million more than the number we had 5 
years ago, Also the number of this is increasing at a rate of more than 14% every single 
year. The formations of this terrible environment are caused most by burning fossil 
fuel. So people have to try to reduce using this kind of polluting energy, instead people 
should use some other kinds of non-polluting energy. So, using geothermal energy can 
be the first selection to reduce the terrible air pollution in the cities like in Beijing. 
Geothermal resource is a sort of clean and precious mineral resource which is 
consisting of heat, mine (or mineral) and water. It is more and more welcomed 
by all kinds of units to take use of geothermal water for thermal system, bath, 
entertainment, medical treatment, plant, breed aquatics and so on. Especially for 
the coming Olympics Games 2008 which is always supposed to reduce 
pollutions in the atmosphere and improve the quality of the breath. 
 
Geological background: 
The location of Beijing area is in the north part of Eurasia geological quasi-platform. 
The Yanshan area subduction belt is called WE-Beijing uplift and the low-pressure of 
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Huabei crosses the Beijing city. There are three geological parts distributed in Beijing 
area, and they are Beijing low-pressure, NW Beijing uplift and Daxing uplift. All of 
the area consists of sand and clay. The thickness is from 100 to 350 m, and it is covered 
by one fourth of the formation of the rock in this area. Different geological structures 
can make different rock formations in different geothermal fields. 
The reference was from: 
http://www.os.is/Apps/WebObjects/Orkustofnun.woa/1/swdocument/505/17Youshi.pdf  (P337) 
 
Geothermal resources distributed in Beijing area: 
Beijing area has so rich of geothermal resources. According to the geothermal 
resources structure distributing in Beijing, we have several places which are 
very suitable for developing the geothermal energy: Lishuiqiao, Yanqing, Shahe, 
Xiaotangshan, the city zone of Beijing etc. In recent years, 20-40 geothermal 
wells have been drilled each year. 
(This chapter is translated from a Chinese website which is about geothermal 
energy in Beijing area, but now this website can’t be rediscovered anymore.) 
Lishuiqiao geothermal field is one of the most typical areas in Beijing: 
 
The figure was from: 
http://www.os.is/Apps/WebObjects/Orkustofnun.woa/1/swdocument/505/17Youshi.pdf  (P336) 
FIGURE 18: Location of the Lishuiqiao geothermal system in Beijing 
Here is table shows the information on geothermal wells in Lishuiqiao area: 
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Reference: http://www.os.is/Apps/WebObjects/Orkustofnun.woa/1/swdocument/505/17Youshi.pdf  
(P338) 
Table 8 
The Lishuiqiao geothermal system is about 6 km north of the Asian Sports Village in 
Beijing, China, and about 15 km north of the centre of Beijing. It is near the village 
where is planned for the 2008 Olympics. It has 700 years history of geothermal 
utilization. 
Reference: http://www.os.is/Apps/WebObjects/Orkustofnun.woa/1/swdocument/505/17Youshi.pdf  
(P335) 
 
Reference: http://www.os.is/Apps/WebObjects/Orkustofnun.woa/1/swdocument/505/17Youshi.pdf  
(P336) 
FIGURE 19: Distribution of geothermal fields in Beijing 
“There are 10 main geothermal fields in Beijing, and the total surface area is about 
2370 km2. Figure 19 shows the distribution of these geothermal fields. Field number II 
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is Shahe geothermal field. The Lishuiqiao geothermal area which was mentioned 
above is part of the Shahe geothermal field, located in the southeastern part of the field. 
Shahe geothermal field is also a main part of geothermal resources in Beijing area. 
There are more than 200 geothermal wells had been drilled by the end of 1999 in 
Beijing, 126 geothermal wells, including 3 injection wells from this number that were 
utilized. The total production of geothermal energy from all the fields in Beijing area is 
about 10000000 m3/year. Newly drilled geothermal wells have been increasing at a 
rate of more than 10 wells per year during the last three years, most of them are used 
for space heating and bathing in households or entertainments and so on. Geothermal 
wells are being drilled deeper and deeper as drilling technique improves and deeper 
wells are becoming economically acceptable in recent years. The deepest wells which 
have been drilled so far are about 4000 m. Most of the wells were drilled in the Urban 
(V) and Xiaotangshan (III) geothermal fields, which have been utilized on a large scale 
since the 1980s. Some more dangerous explorations of the development to the 
geothermal wells, including deep drilling, have been conducted in some of the other 
Beijing geothermal fields in recent years.” 
Reference :http://www.os.is/Apps/WebObjects/Orkustofnun.woa/1/swdocument/505/17Youshi.pdf  
(P336) 
“Beijing Geological Survey and Technical Institute in Lishuiqiao successfully drilled 
one geothermal well named SR-6 in its backyard in the winter of 1999-2000. It is the 
first successful geothermal well in this area. People living in this area used it for space 
heating from November 2000. It has not been used fully yet, but only to provide heat 
for the offices and staff apartments of the Institute with a total heating area of about 
25,000 m2.” 
http://www.os.is/Apps/WebObjects/Orkustofnun.woa/1/swdocument/505/17Youshi.pdf  (P336) 
“Based on the successful drilling of well SR-6 and the results of an extensive 
geophysical exploration survey, Beijing City Tianyin Geothermal Development 
Company decided to get in detail to the geothermal resources in Lishuiqiao and 
provide heating and domestic hot water for some denizens in this area.” 
http://www.os.is/Apps/WebObjects/Orkustofnun.woa/1/swdocument/505/17Youshi.pdf  (P337) 
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The predictability of development of geothermal resources in the future in 
Beijing: 
Beijing’s area which has the geothermal resources about 2,372 km2, 
1.087108m3 of geothermal water and 1.9031013kj of heating quantity can be 
used every year. Compare with the total number of the reservation of heating which is 
3.2191017kj, there is only 0.006% of the entire value is in use every year, so 
the potential of usable geothermal resources in Beijing is pretty huge in the 
future. 
(This chapter was from the same website which can’t be rediscovered anymore. 
It was mentioned above.) 
Imagination of combining wastewater treatment with geothermal heat in 
Beijing area: 
According to the technology of wastewater treatment and the property of 
geothermal heat, we can setup a model that can make a good combination work 
with wastewater and geothermal heat in each terribly polluted area in Beijing. 
Here are several steps that we try to figure this out: 
First, we must setup a wastewater treatment factory in a suitable area where 
geothermal resources can easily be developed, and of course the technology 
must be enough for doing this. Second, the factory should best be established in 
a few-people place so that the denizen can keep far away from the serious 
polluting area. Third, the condition of soil in deep underground must be good 
enough to transfer underground water to the earth’s surface, this means the 
permeability of the soil in the area must be fine, otherwise the water in 
underground can hardly pass through the soil, and the water can hardly reach the 
geothermal heating area in underground. Fourth, the temperature of the 
geothermal heat in this area should always be constant so that the temperature of 
the water is always constant when it comes out to the earth’s surface. Fifth, the 
size of the pipes for transferring water down to the underground must be wide 
enough for a lot of flowing water at the same time, and an equipment should be 
arranged for cleaning up the impurities what exist in the heated-up water around 
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the exit when the heated-up water is pumped up to the earth’s surface. Several 
transferring equipments should be set for the denizen’s living. 
The procedure of wastewater treatment is very important for the direct use after 
being heated up by geothermal energy. We have to take the physical treatment on 
the wastewater, like picking out big stones and granules from the wastewater. Then 
the chemical treatment should be paid more attention to, because some of the chemical 
components should be removed from the wastewater. Also, those chemical 
components can be very dangerous for people to use in the households because some 
compounds consist of many different types of hazardous toxicity. So, technicians 
should take very care of the wastewater. 
Here is an example in the City of Santa Rosa in northern California U.S.A in 1997. It’s 
about convert wastewater to electricity. That means they inject the wastewater into the 
geothermal wells in the high temperature geothermal field - Santa Rosa. This is the 
first successful “wastewater-to-electricity” project, also the largest 
“wastewater-to-electricity” geothermal project in the world. 11 million of recycled 
water has been provided The Geysers Geothermal Field. 40 miles long of the pipeline 
covered a large area in this Geysers project. Nearly 1000 megawatts of electricity was 
produced to provide to a million homes. Half of the wastewater is handled by Santa 
Rosa and its three partner cities. This helped a lot not only in power production domain, 
but also in its commercial life. “By injecting recycled water into The Geysers steam 
reservoir, the City of Santa Rosa has found an environmentally sound discharge 
solution and is helping to promote green power production in California,” said Calpine 
Vice President-Geothermal Dennis Gilles. 
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Figure 20 
According to the figure 20 which is mentioned above we can just setup such a similar 
network of pipes and geothermal wells to inject the treated wastewater into the deep 
reservoir in each geothermal field around Beijing area. An appropriate network of 
pipelines and geothermal wells should be evaluated in advance. Plenty of benefits can 
be obtained from it. 
Brief discussion and conclusion about the question whether geothermal resources 
can be intensively explored in the future: 
First, I think it is necessary that geothermal resources which are stored in Beijing area 
should be used at a full capacity. Some things here are reasonable to show a huge 
potential of using it in the future. First, there are intensive geothermal resources which 
have not been explored so far, and the amount of geothermal energy underground is 
very big, the percentage of geothermal resources that are being used now is quite small. 
Also, citizens are requiring for heat and energy in households. Second, geothermal 
energy is a new kind of non-polluting resource, even in the future geothermal energy 
can play a very important role. It is both renewable and also widely welcomed by 
humanity. Third, there are only a few geothermal fields which are being used in 
Beijing area. The rest geothermal fields left in Beijing area are now waiting for being 
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exploited sooner or later. So I think people must try to explore geothermal resources in 
Beijing area as much as required so that we can use it more easily and widely. But here 
are several problems for us to make developments of geothermal resources. First, 
different geothermal fields in Beijing area have different depth, so the more depth the 
geothermal energy have, the harder the explorations for people are. We need more and 
more technology for solving this problem. Second, though people have enough 
technical skills to develop geothermal energy, but the cost for deep drilling might be 
extremely higher than the price we expected. Plenty of bills should be carefully 
prepared for it. Third, it must take quite a long time to drill geothermal wells and of 
course in order to put pipes into underground around geothermal fields in Beijing area 
also take much manual work and these may be achieved in a long period. So, it is not 
quite easy to do the exploration within a short time according to the text that is 
mentioned above. 
Geothermal resource is a sort of clean and precious mineral resource which is 
consisting of heat, mine (mineral) and water. It is more and more welcomed by 
all kinds of units to take use of geothermal water for thermal system, bath, 
entertainment, medical treatment, plant, breed aquatics and so on. Especially for 
the coming Olympics Games 2008 which is always supposed to reduce 
pollutions in the atmosphere and improve the quality of the breath. 
 
Experiment: 
Motivation of doing this experiment 
Background of the experiment 
During our research about geothermal system, we find there are a lot of factors that 
influenced geothermal plant a lot. For example the landform, water head, the structure 
of the underground and so on. So we decided to some researches and only focus on 
some important factors. The certain factor which we chose is the sediments condition 
of underground especially the permeability for the water passing through the pipeline. 
As we know there are different types of sediments conditions we have sediments and 
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sedimentary rocks.  
Table 9 
Particle Size Sediments Rocks 
Coarse Gravel  
Larger than 256mm Boulder  
256-64mm Cobble Conglomerate 
64-2mm Pebble  
   
MEDIUM   
2-0.062mm SAND Sandstone 
   
FINE MUD  
0.062-0.0039mm Silt Siltstone 
   
Finer than 0.0039mm Clay Mudstone, shale, 
calystone 
 
To get more details we decided to do an experiment. 
 
Represent the purpose of the experiment 
To learn the Permeability○,1  
To learn more about how does the geothermal plant work. 
To learn details of the lithosphere’s structure. 
And another purpose for us to do the experiment is for a part of our project --- Beijing 
geographical conditions which we will introduce in the next part of our project we 
have to find out if the soil condition underground in Beijing is really suitable for using 
geothermal energy. 
Another very important motivation for doing this experiment is we want to get the 
relationship of the Gain size and the rock’s permeability. 
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Although there are lot of different factors influenced the permeability, but in this 
experiment we only focus on these two characters’ relationship. 
Table 10 Litho-logical structure in the Lishuiqiao region 
Stratum Dia (um) Lithology 
Quaternary – Q 
Tertiary - T 
Cretaceous - K 
Jurassic - J 
Permian-Carboniferous - 
P-C 
Ordocician - O 
Cambrian - 0 
Qingbaikou Sys. - Qn 
Jixianxi Sys. – Jx 
100-350 
240-370 
about1300 
700-2200 
295-532 
688-700 
about500 
about500 
2000-3000 
Sandy cohesive soil, fine sand 
Mudstone, sandstone and sandy conglome 
Andesite, rhyolite, tuff and volcano-clastic sedimentary 
rock 
Volcanic rock, andesitic pyroclastic rock, sandstone, etc. 
Sandstone, conglomerate and mudstone intercalated with 
coal 
Limestone and dolomitic limestone 
Limestone, mudstone and siltstone 
Shale, sandstone and micritic limestone 
Dolomitic limestone, shale and dolomite 
The table 10 shows the lithology of the sedimentary and rock condition in Beijing 
underground. 
Materials for the experiment  
1st Tubes  
2nd Some different types of sediments and rocks. 
3rd Two hasps  
4th Filtrates 
 
In the university workshop we find some special filtrates for separating the different 
sediment  
Process of the experiment 
As we can see we divided the sediments into different types with the particle size. So 
we partly think we have four types of sediments  
Coarse the size is between: 2mm-256mm (diameter) 
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Medium the size is between 2mm-0.062mm (diameter) 
Fine the size is between 0.062mm-0.0039mm (diameter) 
 
But in this experiment, the sediment we chose most are in the Medium 
And we also included the biggest one which the diameter is larger than 4mm. 
 
First we did is to sort the sand from the admixture. We put them into a special filtrate 
then put water in, shake it and then take them out step by step. So the admixture can be 
divided into the same size. 
 
Figure 21: Fill the bottom of the tube with sediments. 
 
And the next step we did is building up the structure of the equipment of the 
experiment. We did as the following picture shows. 
 
Figure 22 
Then we fill the bottom tube with one kind of sediment and make sure the two poles 
have the same altitude and after fix the equipment we start to put water into the tube at 
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one side. But first time we failed because when we want to make the water at a certain 
altitude the sand comes out from another side very quickly so we assume that the 
bottom of the tube didn’t full fill with the sand and the waters pressure is too high. So 
the sand will come out very quickly. So we changed our tube by using the following 
way. 
 
Figure 23 
So after we change into this type we find it works. 
Then we keep the water in a certain altitude  
To make sure we have the same pressure in different sediments we made a mark on the 
tube and then we timed the time which cost by the water passing through the sediment 
(we measure it by scale the height of the water in the left tube). We did the process for 
each sediment.  
Result of the experiment: 
The water amount: 400ml  
1st sediment’s time is 334s 
2nd sediment’s time is 89s 
3rd sediment’s time is 15s 
4th sediment’s time is 3s 
And the length of the tube filling with the sediments is 20cm. 
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Permeability=20/t (cm/s) 
 
Sediment dia.(mm) 0.125 --- 1 1 --- 2 2 --- 4 ≥4 
Permeability(cm/s) 0.0599 0.224 1.333 6.667 
We didn’t mix the two or three sediments together. 
○,1Here I want to introduce something about the Permeability, what is Permeability. 
Permeability is one of the most important factors which influence the aquifer a lot. It is 
one of the three soil Mechanical properties the other two factors are Intensity and 
Distortion each of these three properties also influence the other two sometimes. So 
they have very close relationship between each other. 
 
Definition 
Permeability is the ability of a liquid passing through a medium 
 
Conclusion and discussion: 
Why we have to study permeability in this project? 
Geothermal source as you know is come up from the deep ground and through the 
steam coming up it will pass through different kinds of aquifers. So it would be very 
important for us to know more about the permeability  
Permeability is different in every different sediment admixture and it could be very 
different in different kinds of sediments. For example the permeability of a pure 
broken stone will be 30cm/s but if the sediment is pure clay then the permeability will 
be 10-9cm/s so pure broken stone’s permeability is 1010 times larger than the pure clay 
has. 
Theory for permeability 
A good measure of the permeability of a rock is its hydraulic conductivity (Kw) 
There is a law called Darcy’s Law which interpreted the relation between the volume 
of water (Q) and the Hydraulic conductivity united with the hydraulic gradient (H/L) is 
the change in this head per meter of distance L along the flow direction. 
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V=Kw*H/L 
H is the effective head of water driving the flow and is measured in meter of water. 
So the Darcy’s Law also has the volume so we should include the cross-sectional area 
A m2 
Then the Law could be written as: Q=AKwH/L 
 
 
Figure 24 
This figure 24 shows the structure of the underground including the different aquifer 
layers and the non-saturated aquifer. 
 
At the beginning of this chapter you can find a figure which shows the lithology of the 
soil condition in Beijing underground then we can see the thickness is in the medium 
between 0.001mm-0.2mm so the permeability is also in the range which we found in 
this experiment  
Then it can be told that the Beijing soil condition is between 0.067mm—0.221mm. So 
our question is: Is this permeability suitable for the geothermal energy to use? 
 
Here we got another table to introduce you  
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The typical porosities and hydraulic conductivities: 
These two properties are apply to heavily fractured rocks and for limestones  
Material (m/day) Porosity (%) Hydraulic conductivity 
Unconsolidated sediment   
Clay 45—60 10-2
Silt 40—50 10-2—1  
Sand volcanic ash 30—40  1-500 
Gravel 25—35  500—10 000 
Consolidated sed. Rock   
Mudrock 5—15 10-8—10-6
Sandstone  5-30 10-4—10 
Limestone  0.1—30 10-5—10 
Crystalline rocks   
Solidified lava 0.001—1 0.0003—3 
Granite 0.0001—1 0.003—0.03 
Slate 0.001—1 10-8—10-5
Source: power for a sustainable futher 
Oxford Ch9.1Edited by: Godfrey Boyle(2004) 
Table 11 
From the table 11 the highest values of Hydraulic conductivity are mainly concentrated 
in unconsolidated sediments like clay, gravel, volcanic ash. So through the Darcy’s 
Law we can know that those rocks have high Hydraulic conductivity have good 
permeability.  
Compare the data from our experiment, we find that Beijing underground condition is 
suitable for geothermal energy. 
We have referred it in the text, the under soil in Beijing is 0.067mm—0.221mm this is 
in the range of gravel which has the good permeability. 
So after the research we find the underground soil permeability is suitable for the 
geothermal plant. 
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The character of the rock 
In the following part we want to introduce some information about the rock’s character, 
because in a geothermal filed if the rock underground has very little Porosity then the 
water can not get through normally so the geothermal source can not be transferred up 
to the earth surface. 
For a rock it has some  
Primary characters: 
1) Grain size 
2) Sorting 
3) Cementing 
4) Shape of the grains 
Etc. 
Secondary characters: 
1) Porosity 
2) Permeability (the porosity and the permeability’s relationship can be written as 
V=Kw*H/L) 
Actually in the nature these primary characters and secondary characters all have 
relationship with each other, but in this experiment we are focus on the relationship 
between Gain size and the rock’s permability. 
 
 
http://www.mhhe.com/earthsci/geology/mcconnel/demo/prop.htm 
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Figure 25 
For this figure 25 we can see the blue part is porosity and the brown part is gains then 
we see another figure 26: 
 
Figure 1.P-wave velocities as a function of porosity.Valid for competent rock only. Overestimates 
velocity for soft sediments. 
Source: http://www.cflhd.gov/agm/geoApplications/Quantities/85SeismicVelocity.htm 
Figure 26 
 
So we find the less porosity the sediment has the less permeability it will be. According 
our experiment we find the similar result the sediment which has fewer diameters the 
permeability is very small. Those sediments which has larger porosity they got the big 
permeability. 
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Methodology 
In our project consists of these following chapters: 
Compare geothermal energy and fossil-fuel 
In recent years there are more and more fossil fuel power plants build up in China and 
this brings China a big problem. The air emission is quite a lot by these new power 
plants so we want to see if we can use the geothermal instead of fossil fuel power plant, 
then we write this chapter for evaluating these different energies. And after this was 
done we find the geothermal energy is really better than the fossil fuel, so the next step 
we went to the details of geothermal energy. 
What is geothermal energy? 
The original heat resource is from the formation of the earth and we want to find is 
there any other kinds of heats resources are supporting the energy in underground. 
After this part finished we also introduced some other details including how does heat 
comes up and the benefits of using geothermal energy. 
The geology background  
From the world wide geothermal resource distribution we can see (see figure 8) most 
part of China is so stable and geologically it is not such a suitable place for developing 
the geothermal resources so we want to find is that China really do not have the 
potential to develop the GE? 
So we come to the next part the geology in China. 
Geothermal energy in China 
In this part we mainly researched the geology in China and we find there are some 
parts of China are suitable for using energy. Some like Beijing and Zhengzhou, Xian 
and so on. This proves that China has the potential to use the geothermal energy. We 
took Beijing as an example researching the geothermal resource in this area then we 
find some thing really interest us, that is permeability of the rocks and sediments. So 
we decided to do an experiment which focus on the porosity and the permeability. 
Technical issues for GE 
To learn more about the how does the geothermal plant work? And what kinds of 
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factors will influence using geothermal energy? We decided to write this chapter. 
Main types of geothermal power plants 
Most of the power plants are based on the fossil fuel, so how to use geothermal to 
instead is mainly focus on the geothermal power plants, in the chapter we introduced 
the different types of geothermal power plants. 
Geothermal in Beijing 
We took Beijing as an example to discuss the utilization of geothermal energy in 
China. 
Experiment  
The purpose of doing this experiment has been referred in the text before. In this 
experiment we find something about the relation between permeability and porosity. 
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Conclusion of the project 
In order to solve the problems what we have in this project, many technical things are 
used to be helpful. Physics, chemistry, geography, mathematics are involved in this 
project. There are still scientific problems included in this report, but they are all 
solved by different methods. 
According to the problem formulation of this project, a lot of extended problems are 
answered. For instance, what kind of sediment can make the water pass through, which 
kinds of sand have better permeability, where have the potential of utilization of 
geothermal resources in China and Beijing, in which way can press the wastewater 
down to the geothermal plant to be heated up by geothermal energy, also the 
predictability of utilizing geothermal energy in Beijing area in the future is answered in 
this report. The condition of the geothermal power plants in Beijing area is suitable for 
generating electricity by using the high temperature geothermal water. According to 
the data in the 10 geothermal fields in Beijing area, we can see that Beijing area have 
the huge potential to be directly used for serving denizen living around, and also can be 
used for electricity generation to make a good service during Olympic Games which is 
going to happen in 2008. 
See from the testing results of the experiment, it is easy to tell that the bigger the size of 
the sand is, the easier than the water can pass through, that is to say the permeability is 
better. Because the bigger the size of the particulate matter is, the more space between 
each two particulate matter has. But on the other hand the porosity is not directly 
influence the permeability because if a sediment like clay, which has a much bigger 
porosity but has almost no permeability. 
This project shows people that the existence of geothermal resource is in everywhere 
on the earth. But different distributions make different geological characteristics, and 
different geological characteristics make different level of geothermal energy. 
Comparing geothermal energy with some other fossil fuel energy in this project, 
people can have a clear mind that geothermal energy is more worthy to be widely used 
not only in the development countries, but also more important in China day after day. 
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To solve the terrible pollution in many big cities, especially in Beijing city, people still 
have to reduce the production of those sorts of polluting fuels like coal, petrol, carbon 
dioxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and other types of particulate matter, because 
there will be too much smoke after they are burned. It’s neither good for the air 
condition, nor good for people’s health, even cause death every year. Also those fossil 
fuels are facing to be used up sooner or later. 
There are still many problems for exploiting geothermal resources in some of the 
geothermal fields. Especially, more technologies for deep drilling of geothermal wells 
are actually necessary in the future if people intend to utilize it at a full capacity. For 
this, Chinese people still have to bring in more and more advanced technologies from 
the development countries like The U.S. 
All in all, geothermal energy can be widely utilized not only in other countries, but also 
in China. This kind of energy is free of charge to be taken by people, and it’s also 
renewable. Non-polluting strongly proved that geothermal sources will definitely 
become one of the most welcomed energy in the world. It must play an important role 
to present a good environment for the nature in the future. 
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